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Premium quality boxes, crafted 

to perfection out of carefully 

selected, thermally processed 

and dried prime European  

walnut wood. This exotic wood 

is one of the most durable 

woods. Its compact structure 

provides strength, hardness, 

and durability without weight, 

making these boxes solid, 

strong and lightweight.  Walnut 

has beautiful texture, its grain 

goes anywhere from straight  

to wavy, giving each box  a 

unique character.  

High-quality foam fly keeper 

keeps the flies tight and safe. 

Moderately soft foam with  

precisely cut micro slot inserts 

secures hooks in place without 

damaging the flies. There is no 

pushing of the hook into the 

material - the hook is simply  

slid into the provided insert. 

This foam is also non-absorbent 

ensuring your hooks do not rust 

and making these boxes an 

ideal fly keeper. It holds  

barb-less hooks as well as 

regular hooks. 

Each box has been crafted with 

great attention to detail. After 

precision machine-cutting  

to ensure consistent dimen-

sions, & shape, each box is 

carefully sanded by hand to 

perfection. Surface is protected 

against the elements  - hand-

finished with eco-friendly wood 

oil in three layers, providing 

great durability, beautiful ap-

pearance and preserving the 

natural look of wood.  

Premium hardware - each box is 

fitted with strong inset magnet 

closures keeping the box firmly 

closed until needed. These  

magnet lock mechanisms  

feature neodymium magnets 

glued with two-component (2K) 

epoxy adhesives. Small brass 

inset cylinder hinges are snag-

free and do not get in the way 

when you pull the box out of 

your fly fishing vest. 
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 Our large size fly box.

 Premium solid walnut - naturally
durable, strong & lightweight. 

 Beautiful wood texture, each box with
unique character. 

 Superior workmanship - hand-sanded
to a perfect smooth finish. 

 Protected and preserved: hand-finished
with three layers of eco-friendly wood oil. 

 Inset neodymium magnet closures keep
the box firmly closed. 

 Snag-free brass hinges.

 High quality foam fly keeper with micro
slot inserts secure hooks in place. 
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grand river 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/grand-river-solid-walnut-hardwood-fly-box


 Our medium fly box.

 Premium solid walnut - naturally
durable, strong & lightweight. 

 Beautiful wood texture, each box with
unique character. 

 Superior workmanship - hand-sanded
to a perfect smooth finish. 

 Protected and preserved: hand-finished
with three layers of eco-friendly wood oil. 

 Inset neodymium magnet closures keep
the box firmly closed. 

 Snag-free brass hinges.

 High quality foam fly keeper with micro
slot inserts secure hooks in place. 
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kakwa river 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/kakwa-river-solid-walnut-wooden-fly-box


 The ultimate streamer fly box. 

 Premium solid walnut - naturally  
durable, strong & lightweight. 

 Pivoting lid with strong neodymium  
magnetic catch for ultimate convenience. 

 Versatile & handy - 4 compartments  
to fit different sizes of streamers  
or dry flies. 

 Beautiful wood texture, each box with 
unique character. 

 Superior workmanship: hand-sanded 
to a perfect smooth finish. 

 Protected and preserved: hand-finished 
with three layers of eco-friendly wood oil. 
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skagit river 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/skagit-river-solid-walnut-wooden-streamer-fly-box


 The ‘classy ‘streamer fly box.

 Clear pivoting lid with strong neodymium
magnetic catch for ultimate convenience. 

 Versatile & handy - 4 compartments to
fit different sizes of streamers or dry flies. 

 Premium solid walnut - naturally durable,
strong & lightweight. 

 Beautiful wood texture, each box with
unique character. 

 Superior workmanship - hand-sanded
to a perfect smooth finish. 

 Protected and preserved: hand-finished
with three layers of eco-friendly wood oil. 
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skeena river 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/skeena-river-solid-walnut-wooden-streamer-fly-box-with-clear-lid


 Our small & tough fly box. 

 Premium solid walnut - naturally 
durable, strong & lightweight. 

 Beautiful wood texture, each box 
with unique character. 

 Superior workmanship - hand-sanded 
to a perfect smooth finish. 

 Protected and preserved: hand-finished  
with three layers of eco-friendly wood oil. 

 Inset neodymium magnet closure 
keeps the box firmly closed. 

 Snag-free brass hinges. 

 High quality foam fly keeper with micro 
slot inserts secure hooks in place.  
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yamaska river 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/yamaska-river-solid-walnut-wooden-fly-box


FrostyFly 

1 Yonge St., Suite 1801 

Toronto, ON M5E 1W7 

Canada

contact@frostyfly.com 

sales@frostyfly.com

Tel:  + (1) 437.887.5919 
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Find these great boxes at: 

http://frostyfly.com/shop/category/accessories/wooden-fly-boxes/

Or, check with your local dealer: 

http://frostyfly.com/dealers/ 

Our boxes feature Frosty Fly logo. For all orders of minimum 6 boxes (of any design) we provide 

free custom engraving. Please contact us for further information prior to ordering.  
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